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Political Transition, Peace and Democracy in Contemporary Ethiopia

Interested individuals can submit their scholarly work on the following and related thematic areas

- Federalism, Peace and Conflict
- Election and Democratization
- Culture, Identity and Ethnicity
- Democracy and Good Governance
- Political economy of Development
- Social Media, Society and State
- Regional Security Dynamics in the Horn of Africa
- Political Transition in Ethiopia
- Social Protection and Vulnerable Groups
- Historical Perspectives on Nation Building in Ethiopia

General Information

- Abstract shall be accompanied with full details of the author's (name, full title, affiliation, email and Mobile number).
- After abstracts had been reviewed and accepted, it is mandatory to submit full length papers for further review.
- Upon submission: author/s has/have to show agreement on the publication of the accepted manuscripts in the conference proceeding.

  o Notification of accepted abstracts: January 27, 2020.
  o Notification of accepted papers, March 10, 2020

Contact details: Abstracts and full length papers shall be sent to the following Email address.

Email: 23addisgb@gmail.com, Phone, 0913091688